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The purpose is to strengthen the life education of contemporary college students and
give better play to the vital role of life education in preventing college students’ mental
diseases. Specifically, it discusses the role of dance therapy (DT) in College Students’
Life Education (CSLE). Firstly, based on educational psychology (EP), this manuscript
analyzes the relevant theoretical concepts of EP and life education and discusses the
importance of life education to contemporary college students. Secondly, following a
Questionnaire Survey (QS) and using deep learning (DL) Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) and Facial Emotion Recognition (FER), this manuscript reviews and examines
the CSLE’s current situation and the DT effect. Research findings are summarized
combined with the QS results and scores of 20 subjects before and after five activities
in 3 months. (I) After DT intervention, the positive dimensions of college students’ life
values have improved, especially self-development and dedication, and their quality of
life is refined. Thus, DT group counseling proves the positive role of DT in CSLE. (II) After
DT intervention, 96.5% of the members think DT is effective. Therefore, EP-based DT is
more effective and scientific in CSLE. The research findings provide a DT-based teaching
concept for CSLE, explore the feasibility and effectiveness of life education, and enrich
the DT scheme of CSLE. The research provides a practical reference for further applying
DT in college students’ psychological education.

Keywords: educational psychology, life education, dance therapy, college students, data analysis

INTRODUCTION

The present work aims to seek more diversified ways to prevent mental diseases by introducing the
concept of dance therapy (DT). With the development of the Internet, the psychological problems
of college students have attracted extensive attention, and the research on college students’ mental
diseases has also increased. At present, the leading education on preventing college students’ mental
diseases is centered on life education. Since the 21st century, more and more studies have shown
that physical exercise will positively impact people’s psychology. Therefore, this manuscript will
study its role in College Students’ Life Education (CSLE) combined with dance teaching. As a
combination of Ideological and Political Education (IAPE) and psychology, life education has
attracted the attention of scholars all over the world and drew the thinking and research of IAPE
educators. Life education is a relatively new concept in China, and the life education system model
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with Chinese cultural characteristics is still in its infancy. As
part of IAPE, the importance of life education can never be
overemphasized. College students, in particular, are the pillar
of China’s socio-economic development. Thus, there is a rising
demand to cultivate college students with reliable and effective
life education, help them explore the meaning of lives, realize life
values, and lay a foundation for future study and life. At the same
time, to make educators and students have a better experience
in life education, it is very effective to integrate educational
psychology (EP) into the whole teaching process (Allen and
Lavender-Stott, 2020; Brotherson and Hoffman, 2020).

Dance therapy is a discipline and has become an industry as
well. It has originated in Europe and risen in the United States.
Its basic principle is to emphasize internal expression and
publicize personality. The earliest practitioners of DT are
dancers, who summarize their experience in dance career into
their unique dance therapy methods. Traditional DT uses
dance or improvization to treat social, emotional, cognitive,
and physical disorders, enhance personal consciousness, and
improve people’s minds. With the development of psychology,
some dancers begin to introduce these methods and dance
movement analysis into dance and psychology research (Yamada
and Kawano, 2021). Particularly, DT based on psychological
concepts can greatly impact people. Since the rise and
popularization of DT, it has been combined with various
disciplines and developed many new methods and research
results. Internationally, DT has been applied to personal
development, mental health counseling, and mental disease
prevention. China has just introduced the concept of DT and
is still seeking the initial stage of development, but most
cases are used as the experience of psychological prevention
(Candelieri, 2020).

Because people’s emotions are related to their views on life,
this manuscript uses Emotion Recognition Technology (EMT)
based on Deep Learning (DL) to represent the results of
DT + life education. The key point of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) ’s Perceptual Ability (PA) lies in emotion perception. Only
when machines truly understand emotion can they respond
correctly to the environment in a human way of thinking.
The human emotional state is extremely rich. Significantly, a
machine needs to recognize various signals corresponding to
multiple emotions to understand human emotions. The typical
application of EMT is psychotherapy, in which psychologists
can master the patient’s psychological state and help detect
depression by judging the patient’s feelings. Of course, the
role of EMT is not only reflected in psychotherapy but
also plays an essential role in evaluating the advertising
effect through the audience’s response, character analysis in
the video, emotional robot, and medical rehabilitation of
patients, among many other scenes. DL belongs to the broader
category of Machine Learning (ML). DL can learn the high-
level abstract data representation and automatically extract
data features. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is one
of the representative DL algorithms. It can well establish the
relationship between pixels according to the data features of
image mode, extract the semantic information in the image, and
realize the image understanding.

From the perspective of EP, this manuscript analyzes the
role and influence of DT in contemporary CSLE and discusses
the problems and reasons existing in the process of CSLE.
On this basis, a practical and effective DT scheme for CSLE
based on EP is proposed. Then, the CNN is introduced
to characterize the effect of DT through Facial Emotion
Recognition (FER) technology, which provides a new idea and
research direction for CSLE. This manuscript will study the
problems existing in the current college students receiving
DT. Following the Questionnaire Survey (QS) and feedback
of the DT group, it proves that DT can significantly improve
the effectiveness of CSLE. Finally, the experimental findings
corroborate that DT can enhance students’ understanding of
the goal, improve students’ life consciousness, and improve
students’ interpersonal relationships. This manuscript creatively
discusses the role of DT in CSLE from the perspective
of EP, provides a more popular way for college students’
mental disease prevention education, and improves college
students’ acceptance of life education. The DL technology
will be applied to FER after DT treatment and provide
technical support for the DT results and reference for the
academic research of DL technology in the DT + life
education field.

OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH METHODS
OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY,
DANCE THERAPY, AND LIFE
EDUCATION

Overview of Educational Psychology
Educational psychology is a branch of psychology that specializes
in the psychological laws of teaching and learning in the
educational environment. Meanwhile, EP is a compulsory course
for ordinary students, teacher-training, and psychology and
pedagogy majors. With the advancement of the times, EP is
extending to the teaching process of numerous majors. In this
process, EP is used to study students’ and educators’ psychological
phenomena and laws, promote the reform of education and
teaching, and improve teaching quality, thus playing a positive
role in the education and training of students (Burchell, 2021).

Educational psychology is around the interactive and
systematic teaching and learning process, including five factors:
students, educators, teaching content, teaching media, and
teaching environment. It encompasses the nature of pedagogy
and psychology. Applied EP and the development of modern
biology, sociology, and psychiatry have a mutual influence on
education. The contents of EP are constantly updated to meet
social development needs.

To analyze and research EP, people often use observation,
natural experiment, investigation, and interview methods to
deeply explore the role of description, interpretation, and
predictive control in educational practice. The research process
has found some defects in pedagogy. These deficiencies
are supplemented and improved through the study of EP
(Gehlbach and Robinson, 2021).
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FIGURE 1 | Contents of CSLE.

FIGURE 2 | Features of DT.
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FIGURE 3 | Theoretical support for DT.

Overview of College Students’ Life
Education
Life education is an argument about death education originated
in the United States, also called death education. Its theoretical
founder believes that learning life is learning death. Life
education can help people realize the limitation and infinity of
life, achieve the unity of subject and object, and discover the
transcendence and sublimation of life. Through life education
research, the content of CSLE can be extended, which is a
practical form of CSLE (Clynes et al., 2020).

College Students’ Life Education is a part of IAPE in Chinese
higher institutions. IAPE expects to revise college students’
negative outlook on life, guide them to respect lives, understand
the meaning of life, find the value and significance of life, and
improve their life quality (Aziz et al., 2020). Figure 1 shows the
content of CSLE (Wei et al., 2021).

Overview of Dance Therapy
Dance therapy is also known as dance movement therapy (DMT),
which uses body movements as a medium to integrate and
treat personal emotional and psychophysiological problems. DT
is the combination of modern dance and psychology. It is
a direct intervention to the individual subconscious through
non-verbal communication, which assists the individual in the
cognitive emotion of body and consciousness. DT does not
involve learning or training dance skills but focuses on the
movement’s dynamic process, expression, and meaning. DT
contends that the body reflects the individual’s psychological
state and recognizes self-existence. Meanwhile, DT is an essential
cognitive component of psychodynamics in psychoanalysis. It
expresses the correlation, interaction, and influence between
body and consciousness linked through energy flow (Gail
and Michal, 2020). Figure 2 displays the features of DT
(Koch et al., 2019).

Figure 3 outlines several academic supports obtained during
DT (Stănescu and Tomescu, 2021).

Since the introduction of DT into China, it has seen wide
applications in many directions. At the same time, a relatively
complete theoretical DT system has formed outside China. In
China, the content of DT has more similarities and conjunctions
points with that of life education. With DT, Chinese CSLE can
develop reasonably and effectively (Ko, 2020).

This manuscript mainly researches CSLE through a
combination of EP and DT. There are few studies on the
integration of EP and DT in CSLE. With the deepening of
interdisciplinary science, more studies have been on the fusion
of DT and psychology in recent years. For example, some studies
have combined DT with psychology to study the depression
of middle school students and college students. Some scholars
have also combined DT with EP to examine college students’
self-efficacy. This manuscript combines the concept of EP
with DT to study the CSLE. The research method mainly
involves the QS method.

RESEARCH METHOD

Emotion Recognition Based on Dance
Therapy Technology
There are many ways to express human emotion, leading to
various ER patterns. Previous related research mainly focused
on Image-based FER and Human Posture Recognition (HPR),
text-based ER, speech-based ER, physiological signal-based
ER, and multimodal ER. In traditional ER methods, Feature
Extraction (FE)’s preprocessing process includes: 1, FE; 2, feature
dimensionality reduction; 3, feature selection. In particular, FE
methods encompass static image-based FE and dynamic image-
based FE.
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Deep learning technology has the superior ability of FE
and classification. CNN is one of the classical networks in
DL technology, and its image processing (IP) performance
is outstanding. Therefore, this manuscript mainly studies the
image-based ER combined with DL technology. This section
uses 26 discrete categories and three continuous dimensions to
build the model (Abdullah et al., 2021). Due to the structural
shortcomings of DL, this section introduces DenseNetHE and
Xception for network optimization. Dense Xception consists of
an FE network and a feature fusion network. The FE network
includes three sub-networks to extract the features of face,
action, and context, respectively. Feature fusion network uses
fully connected fusion three-way features to predict 26 discrete
categories and three continuous dimensions. Each subnetwork is
composed of five Dense Xception blocks. Firstly, the source image
is deformed and convoluted to obtain the deformation invariant
feature maps of 64 channels, and then these feature maps pass
through five Dense Xception blocks in turn. In the middle of
each block, it places a one × one convolution as the conversion
layer to reduce the channel of the characteristic graph by half.
Additionally, a two × two average pooling layer is placed after
the first three blocks to retain more spatial information in the
feature map. Each Dense Xception block is the basic module of
FE. The original image information is the input of the deformed
convolution layer, and its convolution kernel is 3 × 3. Meanwhile,
the same object may show different sizes, attitudes, angle changes,
or even non-rigid deformation in the image. The first three Dense
Xception blocks are followed by one × one transfer floor and
two × two average pooling. The Dense Xception block adopts
the dense connection mode of the dense net. After the first
three Dense Xception blocks, the average pooling can reduce
the picture size from 64 × 64 to 8 × 8, dramatically reducing
the amount of calculation and further improving the network’s
generalization ability. The last two Dense Xception blocks only
pass the transformation layer. At this stage, the feature map is
small enough. Concerning enough space information, it does not
use a pooling operation. Afterward, a two-way full connection
operation reduces the superimposed three-way feature map to
26 and 3. The final features include two types: 26 and 3. Finally,
the sigmoid function maps the discrete categories into [0,1] to
predict each type.

The experimental samples are selected from the Emotions
in Context (EMOTIC) data set, downloaded from http://sunai.
uoc.edu/emotic/index.html. There are 23,554 images and 34,320
labeled samples, each framing people in the original image.
There are 25% of images with no face presented in the data
set, and the rest might have gotten people’s faces occluded.
It is almost impossible to realize the FER in the past, but
facial expression is one of the most direct and natural ways
humans express emotion. Therefore, in this experiment, the
facial expression is added as information input while combining
context and action to use the face information in the data
to obtain more comprehensive network information. Then,
this section proposes FER through the combination of face,
action, and context. Therefore, all samples’ face frames are
manually marked to train the model, with 34,320 pieces
marked in total.

Questionnaire Survey and Experimental
Methods
Literature Review
It analyzes and summarizes relevant theoretical knowledge
and basis by querying the relevant literature of EP, life
education, CSLE, and DT.

Experimental Method
It designs the activity plan of DT from the conjunction points of
DT and CSLE, combined with the appropriate methods of DT.

QS Method
It analyzes college students’ life values and life quality through
the QS design and statistical analysis. Life values are analyzed
from six aspects: self-development, suffering acceptance, death
acceptance, inaction, pleasure, and dedication, and the life
quality is analyzed from the physiology, psychology, and social
fields. The plotted data result can intuitively illustrate the
impact of DT on college students’ life values and life quality
(HyeRyeon et al., 2020).

Through the investigation and analysis of CSLE and life values,
this manuscript discusses the situation of CSLE based on EP.
Further, following the investigation and data analysis of college
students’ feedback before and after the experimental activities, the
existing EP-based DT life education problems are explored, and
corresponding countermeasures and suggestions are put forward.

In this experiment, DT group members are recruited from a
university. At the same time, according to the content of CSLE
and combined with the relevant DT techniques, the group activity
scheme of DT is designed. The range of the activity starts from
the understanding of the object, allowing group members to
temporarily shift their thinking and attention to the body itself.
Then, it develops, adjusts, and connects various body parts, uses
the body to express emotions and feel others’ feelings, improves
members’ interpersonal relationship processing ability through
training, and carries out intentional dance exercises to explore
the meaning of life. Finally, the body and consciousness are
integrated to achieve the goal of physical and mental harmony
(Morris et al., 2021). Before the activity, the group members are
pre-tested on life values and quality of life, followed by eight
group activities of DT. After the activity, the DT group members
are post-tested on life values and quality of life. Through the
statistics and analysis of the pre-test and post-test data, this
manuscript discusses whether DT is effective for CSLE and
evaluates the subjective role of the activity through activity
feedback form and interview.

This experiment will carry out ER twice before and after
formal DT and compares the recognition results to provide
technical support for presenting the effect of DT. The experiment
conducts eight DT group activities from March 2021 to May
2021. The experimental group will carry out two activities every
Saturday, each time for 1.5 h, and rested for half an hour,
a total of 4 weeks and eight activities. QS, observation, and
interview measure students’ emotional variations before and after
the experiment, and the data are collected and counted. Finally,
the data are analyzed by Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) 19.0 to investigate the experimental effect. The subjects are
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interviewed, respectively, at the beginning, middle, and end of the
experimental intervention. The subjects’ status is recorded and
analyzed at each stage. Afterward, each activity’s impact on the
subjects is compared to examine whether the subjects’ self-feeling
has improved during DT. After the activity, the subjects are
required to fill in the feedback form. The experiment compares
and analyzes the experimental results from both quantitative
and qualitative aspects. The satisfaction score in the QS in
the Supplementary Appendix will only be used as one of the
considerations in the section “Results.”

This experiment conducts a QS on group members before and
after the intervention, respectively. CSLE mainly starts from two
aspects: establishing college students’ life values and improving
college students’ life quality. Therefore, the Life Values Scale
and the Life Quality Scale are employed to measure group
members (Millman et al., 2021). Afterward, the generic analysis is
performed on the feedback form, open questions, and interview
records of the group members and through observation and
communication. Generic analysis refers to the process of finding
recurring words and essential concepts that can explain these
phenomena in data. In this process, data with the same attributes
are classified into the same category and represented by a specific
key name (Cao et al., 2021). The generic analysis of the collected
materials can uncover the subjective tendency and role of DT
group counseling in life education. Through the group discussion
in the activity, the subjects carry out voluntary expression and
complete communication of feelings after each activity. The
variation of group members’ subjective feelings is integrated and
analyzed after each activity by recording the communication
content. After a full-scale activity, one-to-one interviews will be
conducted to exchange ideas with the group members who have
less communication or have special circumstances. The interview
aims to evaluate the members’ participation and activity defects
in the overall process and analyze whether the DT can improve
the group members’ subjective cognition of life education.

In this group experiment, the subjects are recruited through
the school network, new media, and the school advertising board.
At the same time, to prevent too-small sample size from subjects’
loss, 32 volunteers are selected from the school, including one
male and 31 female, which ensures the voluntarily of the subjects.
Then, the experimental process and time are explained. A group
contract is signed with everyone’s consent to reduce the subjects’
resistance, ensure experimental accuracy, and minimize the
loss of subjects.

Analysis of Educational Psychology,
Dance Therapy, and Life Education
The ER results show that the subjects’ emotion has significantly
improved, indicating that DT plays a positive role in CSLE.

Analysis of Dance Therapy and College
Students’ Life Education
The content analysis of the conjunction points of DT and CSLE
is illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1 shows the content analysis results of the conjunction
points of DT and CSLE. Obviously, some specific topics

FIGURE 4 | QS of college students’ life values before and after DT.

of DT coincide with life education content for college
students. Thus, DT can solve some problems in CSLE,
and the life education implemented through DT can be
more accessible and understandable for college students.
DT can significantly promote CSLE in China (Chen, 2019;
Sengupta and Banerjee, 2020).

Many in-depth studies have been conducted on interpersonal
communication in DT and CSLE, finding that verbal information
expression accounts for only 35% in terms of interpersonal
communication. In comparison, non-verbal expression reaches
65%, and some experts have put forward the equation:
information expression = 7% intonation + 38% voice + 55%
body language. This proves the importance of body movement
in communication. Therefore, life education implemented
through DT can help college students adapt to collective
activities by exercising and analyzing their limb movements
(Swaine et al., 2020).

Analysis of Dance Therapy in Life
Education
The scores of college students’ life values before and after DT are
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 displays the scores of DT group activities in the
relevant dimensions of college students’ life values. The data are
the QS results and scores of a DT group with 20 subjects before
and after five activities in 3 months. Apparently, after the DT,
the positive dimensions of college students’ life values have been
improved. The dimensions of self-development and dedication
are more pronounced, proving the positive impact of DT on
college students’ life values.

The test results of college students’ life quality in the group
before and after DT are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 reveals that after the DT intervention, the QS
results of college students’ life quality have significantly improved
from physiology, psychology, environment, and social relations,
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TABLE 1 | Conjunction points of DT and CSLE.

Conjunction level Body level Consciousness level Interpersonal level

Content analysis The core of CSLE is life (as opposed to death).
The process of DT also reflects the recognition
of life. DT techniques and activities enable the
subjects to feel their bodies, express their
consciousness through the body, feel the
carrier of life, and connect their bodies and
consciousness closer, thereby helping
themselves better face life

CSLE includes the cultivation of college
students’ love of life, positive outlook on
life, and self-development. The process
of DT is an intervention from body level
to consciousness level, and it is also the
unified and coordinated development of
one’s own body and consciousness

CSLE focuses on the education of their
interpersonal communication. Good
interpersonal communication and
sociability are essential components of
CSLE. One aspect of DT is the
cultivation of interpersonal relationships,
which is reflected everywhere in the
process of treatment

FIGURE 5 | Scores of college students’ life quality before and after DT.

proving that DT enhances college students’ life quality in all
aspects. The data results illustrate the superiority and influence
of DT in CSLE and deepen the understanding and research
on their relationship. This is conducive to supporting relevant
education programs of the combination of DT and CSLE
(Hyvönen et al., 2020).

After all the activities of the experimental group, the subjects
are asked to fill in the scoring results of the group counseling
feedback form, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 presents the scoring results of the feedback table.
Clearly, the deviation of several items of the group counseling
project is not very large, and the coordination service is more
evident because of members’ personal problems, which is not the
main effect of DT. The scores of self-engagement and self-help
level prove the positive role of DT in CSLE (Qian et al., 2018).

The QS results of group members’ satisfaction with DT are
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 suggests that after the DT, the satisfaction QS results
of the group members show that most members are delighted
with DT activities, and only 3.5% are dissatisfied with all DT
activities. Thus, the influence of DT is proved on CSLE.

In summary, DT has improved college students’ life values
and life quality. DT is very effective at all levels of CSLE
(Jennifer, 2020), which is detailed below: (1) DT has enhanced

students’ understanding of the object. The group data analysis
results of DT imply that the improvement in the physiological
dimension of college students’ life quality after DT activities
is undeniable; that is, DT is very effective in understanding
life at the body level so that college students have more
explicit attention and understanding of their own existence.
(2) DT can raise students’ life consciousness. The group DT
activities have a good intervention and transformation on the
negative emotions of college students and inspire them to
maintain a positive attitude toward life. Thus, DT improves
college students’ life consciousness. (3) DT improves students’
interpersonal relationships. In the DT group activities, activity
scope, and modes of dance movements are adjusted to train
college students to experience the influence of interpersonal
relationships in these activities. Meanwhile, through targeted
exercise for students’ interpersonal skills, students can feel
the group’s strength and establish a complete self-boundary,
enhancing their interpersonal communication skills. In general,
DT in life education has significantly improved the subject and
object cognition, consciousness, and interpersonal relationship of
college students, which confirms the effectiveness of DT in CSLE.
Moreover, DT can also significantly promote the IAPE closely
related to CSLE (Kita, 2020; Raybin and Krajicek, 2020).

Analysis of Educational Psychology in
Life Education
The construction of the life education classroom under EP is
outlined in Figure 8 (Priniski et al., 2019).

As shown in Figure 8, the impact of EP on the construction
of the CSLE curriculum is summarized from four aspects. The
CSLE curriculum under EP is deeply analyzed and studied from
these aspects. The result analysis indicates that the curriculum
based on EP raises the influence of CSLE (Garvey et al., 2019;
Mancini et al., 2020). The contents of these four aspects are
as follows: (1) Establish a teaching concept for promoting life
development and construction of a 3D (Three-Dimensional)
curriculum objective system. According to the core concept of
EP, CSLE has become more student-centered, and the goal of
the new curriculum focuses on human development, breaking
through the single cognitive goal, emphasizing autonomous
learning ability, and encouraging students to participate in
social activities actively. (2) Establish a 3D teaching material
system that highlights personalized learning. CSLE respects
individuals’ uniqueness, stimulates students’ potential, and helps
them develop with the most suitable approach based on their
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FIGURE 6 | Average scores of the group counseling project for college students after DT.

personalities. (3) Construct a new curriculum organization based
on three "combinations." The development of EP should follow
the transitions of the era. Thus, there is a need to combine
curriculum reform of EP with the new network technology,
theory and object research, content learning, and social practice,
thereby stimulating students’ learning motivation, innovative
learning abilities, cooperative spirits, and theoretical techniques
(Ashleigh et al., 2019). (4) Develop evaluation concepts and
diversify evaluation methods. EP has dramatically changed the
life education curriculum and the evaluation method of the
curriculum. The developmental evaluation concept is helpful
to master the growth and progress of students. The evaluation
method on CSLE under EP has greatly stimulated students’
learning enthusiasm and promotes CSLE (Rogoza et al., 2018;
Michael, 2019).

Analysis of Educational
Psychology-Based Dance Therapy in
College Students’ Life Education
This section analyzes applying DT in CSLE under EP and the
effect of DT on CSLE. Although there are still some problems
with DT and CSLE in China, the research on their future
development is promising. Consequently, in-depth analysis and
discussion are conducted on the relationship between CSLE and
DT (Janet, 2019).

Dance therapy focuses the consciousness on the body through
the activities and perception of the body to have more precise
attention and understanding of their own object life. Meanwhile,
DT focuses on the less active parts in life so that all aspects
of the body can be coordinated and unified to carry life better.

FIGURE 7 | QS on college students’ satisfaction with group counseling after
dT.

Additionally, DT requires the subjects to do semi-free warm-
up activities to freely feel their own body and the energy flow
inside the body. By doing so, the subjects can actively focus
their consciousness on the body itself and transfer their attention
from the outer-self to the inner-self. Then, they will have an
insight into their body from the outside to the knowledge. By
using the limbs to express freely with the music, the subjects can
express their emotions freely because the concealment is good
in the expression process, making the subjects more willing to
use the limbs to tell their inner world and even their concealed
emotions. The leader will also pay attention to everyone’s free
expression and mirror it. The subject can affirm external limb
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FIGURE 8 | Elements of CSLE curriculum based on EP.

FIGURE 9 | Path to popularize the application of DT in life education.

movements, strengthen his enthusiasm, explore themselves more
autonomously, and get twice the result with half the effort.

Dance therapy can improve college students’ outlook on life.
Because in the activity design process, the negative emotions
are well intervened and transformed while the subjects are
intervened to remain in a positive life state to alter the outlook
on life to a more positive aspect. Apparently, DT is effective in
improving college students’ consciousness and concept. During
the activity, the subjects can feel their body emotion and
express them through the body. Further, they can discover
their uncomfortable or unsmooth body parts when feeling this
emotion and adjust the body through some stretching actions to
regulate emotion. Such effects are also involved in psychoanalysis
and psychodynamic theory: through energy dredging, energy
injection, and other activities, the positive state is injected into the

body utilizing intention, suggestion, and metaphor, to improve
the subjects’ understanding of life and positive attitude.

Dance therapy has improved the interpersonal relationship
in CSLE. In the group activity design of DT, students can
experience the impact of different actions on interpersonal
relationships by training and adjusting the scope and mode
of action. At the same time, in group activities, students can
effectively improve their interpersonal skills by purposefully
exercising interpersonal skills, feeling group power and support,
and establishing self-boundaries. Moreover, DT is effective in
three main aspects of CSLE: understanding of object life, life view,
and interpersonal relationship.

The application path analysis of DT in CSLE is shown in
Figure 9 (Roswiyani et al., 2019; Saumaa, 2019).

As shown in Figure 9, DT, as a newly introduced art therapy
method in China, should be given more opportunities and
promotion paths in CSLE (Ruiz-Muelle and López-Rodríguez,
2019). Here, the following three points are summarized: (1) There
is a need to popularize the understanding of DT among the public
about its forms, benefits, and connotation, as well as the core of
DT and psychotherapy by movement. (2) It benefits the public
to expand the application of DT. With the increasing attention
from the government and the mass to psychotherapy, the
combination of DT with various fields is deepening, extending
the scope of DT applications. (3) It is necessary to localize
DT. After introducing DT into China, there has been a rising
demand to create DT methods with Chinese characteristics by
integrating China’s existing situation and cultural inheritance
(Sliver, 2020).

The practical research results of DT in CSLE are shown in
Table 2. It confirms the effectiveness of DT in life education. DT
also provides practical and effective scheme research for CSLE.
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TABLE 2 | Direction of CSLE.

Educational direction Values consciousness Methods of life education Establishment of the education system

Content There is a need for higher institutions to pay
more attention to the CSLE. Relevant education
enables college students to revise their life
values from the ideological level to
fundamentally solve the problems of weak life
consciousness and confusion of life values for
some college students

Combining CSLE and EP has produced
many innovative educational
approaches. With the continuous
development of psychology and life
education, there is a need to reform the
educational methods

The syllabus and teaching materials of
CSLE have not formed an integral and
systemic structure. Most people who pay
attention to CSLE are psychological
teachers or counselors, while qualified
teaching faculties are lacking. Such gap
must be filled by establishing a complete life
education system

Teaching and learning should be implemented in the following
aspects to develop CSLE (Stephen et al., 2020).

As shown in Table 2, there are several vital directions in
CSLE, in which DT can be used to solve the problems of life
educational methods. In terms of values, DT can significantly
improve the cultivation of college students’ life values, remedy
their life value deviations through body movements, and enhance
the consciousness of life values (Ndofirepi and Rambe, 2018;
Seron, 2021). In terms of educational methods, DT is a
highly interdisciplinary subject involving the fields of biology,
neurology, and sociology. The life education methods of college
students can be improved and adjusted from all aspects. Finally,
the intersection of DT in psychotherapy accelerates establishing
the CSLE system and promotes the compilation of CSLE
textbooks (Carole, 2019).

Further, as the basis of CSLE, IAPE has broadened the life
educational development through the combination with DT. In
particular, the IAPE related to CSLE can be implemented by
introducing the metaphors and hints in DT. Then, these contents
are collectively combined with the mature IAPE system, thereby
fully exerting the role of life education and diffusing the ideas of
IAPE. Moreover, DT is a new way of education, enriching IAPE
methods in higher institutions. These two subjects can be well-
combined from multiple perspectives, such as students’ world
outlook, values, and CSLE, thus gaining optimal results from the
CSLE (Jean and Tara, 2020).

This manuscript studies the combination of DL technology
and ER, which will impact the results of DT, realize the possibility
of combining science and technology with art, and apply it to
CSLE to make CSLE more efficient under the influence of new
technology. Ye et al. (2021) combined DL technology with ER and
gained detailed emotional feedback (Ye et al., 2021). Abbaschian
et al. (2021) applied DL and ER in the classroom and achieved
good results (Abbaschian et al., 2021). This manuscript uses DL
technology to the final effect of DT and also has achieved good
results. Specifically, the research findings provide a reference for
the academic research of DL technology in DT and life education.

DISCUSSION

The experimental statistical results corroborate that after the
intervention of the DT group counseling experimental group,
all dimensions of the college students’ Life Values Scale have
been significantly improved. Especially, self-development and
dedication have risen from the second to the first and the fifth

to the fourth, respectively. Thus, the DT group has a particular
guiding role in college student’s life values. Carr et al. (2021)
found that DT positively improved mental state by constructing
a DT model (Carr et al., 2021). After the intervention, the DT
group counseling experimental group scores in the physical field,
psychological field, social relationship field, and environmental
field of the Life Quality Scale have significantly improved.
Hence, group DT is helpful to enhance all aspects of college
student’s life quality. The results are consistent with the study
of Pylvänäinen et al. (2020), who believed that DT could
reduce people’s depression index and improve the quality of life
(Pylvänäinen et al., 2020). After the eight experimental activities,
the respondents fill in the feedback form. The results show that all
team members are very satisfied with the DT group counseling
and think it is gratifying. The average score of all respondents
in the feedback form is 3.66, and the respondents powerfully
affirm the effect of DT group counseling. The latest research of
Bendel-Rozow (2021) uncovered an excellent result of the group
effect of DT in treating severe depression (Bendel-Rozow, 2021),
which is consistent with the research conclusion of this study
manuscript. In terms of several items of DT group counseling
itself, there is a large deviation from the overall average value of
3.66 compared with other items in terms of coordination service
and time arrangement.

CONCLUSION

The present work introduces the relevant theoretical concepts
of EP, life education, and DL. It also analyzes the relationship
between DL and CSLE and the experimental data of DT on
college students’ life values and life quality. Finally, it discusses the
task and function of life education theory based on EP in CSLE.
The results show that the EP-based life education theory can
well promote CSLE and play a positive role in the development
of CSLE. Meanwhile, DT can encourage people to focus on life
education and help improve the CSLE system in China. With the
application of EP, students’ acceptance of knowledge is higher,
promoting the research and development of EP. The application
of DT based on DL and EP in CSLE provides new ideas and
schemes for CSLE, innovates the achievements of EP and DT
in life education, provides a theoretical and data basis for future
research, and promotes the development of CSLE. The deficiency
is that DT and CSLE development in China is relatively short,
and there are still some problems, so the research is not deep
enough. For example, there are a few items in the QS, and the
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presentation effect of the DT is not detailed enough. Therefore,
the follow-up research will deeply study the role of dance learning
and psychological ideas in CSLE to get more specific research
results. The results fully show that DT has more possibilities and
broader development prospects in CSLE. The research provides
a reference for developing DL technology in the psychology
field. The conclusion provides support for the further promotion
of DT in higher institutions. Also, it provides theoretical and
experimental data support for the vital role of sports in the
field of psychology.
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